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"Black parents, especially moms, are the primary decision
makers and influencers when it comes to feeding their

kids. Food is love and while she is in control when raising
her kids, she is soft at heart and likes to give in to what her

children want to eat…within reason."
Toya Mitchell, Multicultural Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Black parents are relying mostly on themselves to feed the kids
• School plays an important role in feeding the kids a nutritious lunch
• Environmental and behavioral factors impact parents' ability to marry convenience with

expectations
• Younger Black parents are more food-involved
• Black parents struggle between giving in to kids' wants vs providing for needs
• Black parents experience conflict between perception vs reality

What you need to know

Although kids are the most influential in driving meal choices, parents – particularly moms, are the
primary decision maker in what the entire family will eat. While kids influence what the family eats, the
environment, behavior and lifestyle factors impact access and scheduling of family meal times – which
may leave Black moms feeling anxious in choosing between convenience and nutrition. Marketers and
her trusted authority figures can help Black moms serve easy, nutritious meals by advertising a
broader mix of food options to her children, updating her recipe library with healthier food, and
providing greater balance between her kids’ favorites and what she wants them to eat.
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